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A NOTE ON PERTURBATION THEORY FOR
SEMI-GROUPS OF OPERATORS

A. OLUBUMMO

1. Introduction. Let X be a Banach lattice and 2= { P(£); £^0}

a family of bounded operators on X satisfying

(0 r(£i+£2) = r«i)r(i2), p(o)=j, ogÇi, ¿2<cc;

(ii) x^O implies that P(£)x^0 for each £^0;

(hi) ||r(|)|| álfor^O;
(iv) lim£» o P(£)x = x for each xGX.

We shall refer to S as a strongly continuous semi-group of positive

contraction operators.

Lumer [2 ] has shown that for a complex (real) normed linear space

X, there exists at least one complex-valued (real-valued) function

[x, y] called a semi-inner-product defined on XXX having the fol-

lowing properties:

[x + y,z] = [x, z] + [y, z],

[Xx, z] = \[x, z],

[x,x] = ||x||2,

Ik«]I ¿HI 114
If X is a Banach lattice, then Phillips [4] has shown that there exists

a semi-inner-product with the further properties:
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P(a) if x^O, then [y, x]^0 for all y^O,

P(b)  [x, x+] = ||x+||2.

Definition. An operator A on a Banach lattice A is called dis-

persive il [Ax, x+]^0, xE%>(A).

In terms of this concept, Phillips has proved the following result

[4, Theorem 2.1]:

Theorem A. A necessary and sufficient condition for a linear oper-

ator A with dense domain to generate a strongly continuous semi-group

of positive contraction operators on a Banach lattice X is that A be dis-

persive with (R(I — A)=X.

Suppose now that X is an abstract (A)-space in the sense of Kaku-

tani [l]. Then a positive linear functional (e, ■) is defined on X by

taking

(e, x) = \\x+\\ - \\x-\\.

Reuter [ö] and Miyadera [3] have studied the problem of a

strongly continuous semi-group 2' = {P'(£)> £ = 0} of positive con-

traction operators on an abstract (L) -space X dominating another

such semi-group 2 = { P(£), £=^0} in the sense that

T'(0x ^ T(0x for each x ^ 0 and £ ^ 0.

The following result is due to Miyadera [3]:

Theorem B. Let A generate a strongly continuous semi-group 2 of

positive contraction operators on an abstract (L)-space X and let B be a

linear operator with domain D(S)Z)£>(A). Then A'—A+B will gen-

erate a strongly continuous semi-group 2' of positive contraction oper-

ators dominating 2 if and only if

(i) Bx^Ofor x^O in S>(A),

(ii)  (e, Bx) S —(e, Ax) for x^O in £>(A),

(iii) any one of the following :

(a)   (R(I-BR(\; A))=X for each\>0,

(h)  Er.o ||[PP(X; A)]"y\\ < °o for each X>0 andy^O.

The object of this note is to prove an analogue of Theorem B when

A is a Banach lattice. It is to be noted that in Theorem B as in our

Theorem 1, it is not assumed that the perturbing operator is bounded.

Our proof is modelled on Miyadera's proof of Theorem B. In §3, we

consider the case in which the perturbing operator is bounded.

I should like to take this opportunity to thank Professor Ralph

Phillips for introducing me to the subject of dispersive operators and

for his helpful comments and encouragement in the preparation of

this paper.
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2. Unbounded perturbations. The following lemma will be re-

quired.

Lemma. Let A be a dispersive operator with domain dense in a Banach

lattice X and h a real number. If 6\(XI — A) =X for every X>5, then A

generates a strongly continuous semi-group of positive contraction oper-

ators.

This is proved by Phillips in the process of proving Theorem A.

The following is our main result:

Theorem 1. Let A generate a strongly continuous semi-group 2 of

positive contraction operators on a Banach lattice X and let B be a

linear operator with domain £>(B)~)£>(A). Then A' = A+B generates a

strongly continuous semi-group 2', of positive contraction operators dom-

inating 2 if and only if
(1) Bx^Ofor x^Oin £>(A),
(2) [Bx, x+] g -[Ax, x+] for xE £>(A),

(3) <R(I-BR(\;A))=Xfor eachX>0.

Proof. Let {T(£), £^0} and {P'(£>. £^0} denote the operators

in the semi-groups 2 and 2', respectively. Then the necessity of (1)

follows from

1    r ! 1    r
(il + B)x = lim — [T'(0 - I]x ^ lim — [P(£) - l]x =» Ax

no £ $io £

for x2:0 in £)(A) and that of (2) follows from Theorem A. To prove

the necessity of (3), we note that

(XI - A')R(X; A)x = (I - BR(X; A))x,       x E X;

thus

(/ - BR(X; A))[X] = (XI - A')R(X; A)[X] = (XI - A')[S)(A)]

= (XI - A')[5)(A')] = X.

Suppose now that (1), (2) and (3) hold. We first show that the in-

verse (I-BRÇk; A))-1 exists for each X>0. Let (I-BR(\; A))x = 0

for   some   x EX.   Since   BR(\; A)   is   a   positive   operator,

|*|   =  \BR(X;A)x\   ^ BR(X; A)\x\

and since A +B is dispersive,

[(B + A)R(X; A) \ x \ , R(X; A)\x\]^0.

Thus
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[BR(\;A)\ x\ ,R(\; A)\x\]

S - [AR(\;A)\x\,R(\;A)\x\]

S - [XR(\;A)\x\   -  \x\,R(\;A)\x\],

(since AR(\; A) \ x\   = XP(X; A) \ x\  - \x\)

S [\x\,R(\;A)\x\] - [\R(\;A)\x\,R(\;A)\x\]

S [BR(\; A)\x\, R(\; A) | x \ ] - X[P(X; A)\x\, R(\; A)\x\],

where the last inequality holds by virtue of P(a). ThenX||P(X;yl)|x| |

= 0and therefore XP(X; A)\x\ =0, whence |x| =(X/-^)P(X; ^4)|x|

= 0 and (I-BR(\; A))'1 exists forX>0. Further, by (3), the domain

of (I-BR(\; A))'1 is A.

We now set P(X; A') = P(X; A)(I - BR(\; A))~\ Then

(\I-A')R(\;A') = (I-BR(\;A))(I-BR(\;A))--L = I. Also the range
of P(X; A') is precisely £)(A) since the range of (I-BR(\; A))~l is A.

Thus, given x£2D(.4), there exists y EX such that x = R(\; A')y.

Hence P(X; A')(\I-A')x = R(\; A')(KI-A')R(\; A')y = R(\; A')y
= x. Further, by (2), [A'x, x+]^0 for x£SD(^). Thus A' satisfies the

conditions of Lemma 1 and hence generates a strongly continuous

semi-group 2'={P'(£), £s?0} of positive contraction operators.

Moreover, since P(X; A) and B are both positive operators, it follows

that P(X; A')x^R(\; A)x for x^O and X>0. The formula

T(0x= lim  lexp(-XÖ E (X2|)«[P(X; ^)]Vw!>x
X-00        V 7»=0 /

now shows that P'(£)x^ P(£)x for each £=^0 and x^O. This concludes

the proof.

3. Bounded perturbations. We now specialize to the case in which

the perturbing operator is bounded.

Theorem 2. Let A generate a strongly continuous semi-group 2 of

positive contraction operators on a Banach lattice X and let Bbea bounded

linear operator with domain 2D(P) 2)30(^4). Then A' — A + B generates a

strongly continuous semi-group 2' of positive contraction operators

dominating 2 if and only if

(1) Bx^Oforx^Oin S>(A),
(2) A' = A+B is dispersive.

Proof. The necessity part follows as in Theorem 1. Suppose now

that (1) and (2) hold. Since A generates a strongly continuous semi-

group of contraction operators, there exist real numbers M>0 and

y such that
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|| [R(X; A)]»\\ ^ M(X - 7)-       for X > 7.

(For a proof of this, see [5, Theorem 2.1].) Set 7i = 7+iP||5|| ; then

for X>7i, we have

\\BR(X; A)\\ Ú \\B\\ \\R(X; A)\\ á ||P||ilf/(X - T)< 1.

Then by [5, Lemma 3.1], R(\; A') exists and

00

R(X; A') = Y Rfr; A)[BR(X; A)]" = P(X; A)[l - BR(X; A)]'1,
n=-0

if X>7i, the series converging absolutely. It follows as before that

R(X; A') is both a left and a right inverse of XI — A'. Thus again in

view of (2), A' satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 and hence gener-

ates a strongly continuous semi-group 2' of positive contraction

operators. The proof is now completed as in Theorem 1.
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